Bouncy Houses, all kind of bouncy houses, bouncy castles, inflatable slides and bouncers with obstacles
Interactive Inflatable Games, like the sumo suits, the hamster ball and the gladiators.
Cool Games, including our lasser tag game and the aqua ball Lasser Tag, Aqua ball.
Promotions Bouncy Houses for our different bouncing houses for the Montreal, South and North shore

Bouncy Houses for Kids
For the amusement of your kids you don’t have to worry no more, you'll have a great
selection of bouncing houses and inflatable games! We will ensure your kids entertainment
so they never forget! If you find hard to choose from our bouncy houses, perhaps it is best
to let your children decide for themselves! Every game is different but we try to offer similar
activities for each one, like jumping area, inflatable slide and obstacles because we know
kids love to do all this activities.
We have all kind of bouncy houses like our bouncy castle Harry Potter. We also have farms
a giant monkey or a dog. So whatever your choice is you'll always be sure that the
opportunities to amuse your kids and entertain them with our bouncing houses are almost
endless and will depend only on the imagination of your children.
This summer, a new concept of inflatable games arrived: the aqua balls that allow you to
walk over the top of the water without getting wet! You can rent them for your swimming
pool or if you don’t have one we can rent you an inflatable. The kids will be crazy to try this
new experience!
There is an aspect that you should take into account; these are the dimensions of the
bouncing houses of course. It doesn’t matter the space you have available, we offer
inflatable games of all sizes that will fit in your space! You should also have to consider the
age of your children and the number of children present at the party. You should know that
it is not recommended for children to play together with a big difference of age because
they might hurt each other. Indeed, imagine the difference in size, weight and strength that
there may be between a 5 year old child and a 8 year old...

1001 balles
Dimension:
2.5mL x 2.5mW x 2mH
8.2"L x 8.2"W x 6.4"H
Price:$125
+ More details
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Mini bouncy house Wonderland
Dimension:
4.5mL x 3.2mW x 2.7mH
15"L x 11"W x 9"H
Price:$125
+ More details

Bouncy house Princess
Dimension:
3.6mL x 3.6mW x 2.6mH
11.8"L x 12"W x 8.6"H
Price:$150
+ More details

Bouncy House Fido
Dimension:
4.5mL x 4.5mW x 5mH
14.7"L x 14.7"W x 16.5"H
Price:$225
+ More details
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Bouncy Castle Harry Potter
Dimension:
5mL x 5mW x 4.5mH
16.4"L x 16.4"W x 14.7"H
Price:$225
+ More details

Bouncy House Monkey
Dimension:
5.5mL x 5mW x 5.5mH
18.4"L x 16.4"W x 18.4"H
Price:$225
+ More details

The Black Pearl
Dimension:
6.5mL x 4mW x 5mH
21"L x 14"W x 17"H
Price:$325
+ More details
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Phil the Shark
Dimension:
9mL x 4.5mW x 8mH
30"L x 14.8"W x 26"H
Price:$349
+ More details

Bouncy House The Farm
Dimension:
8.5mL x 4.6mW x 5mH
28"L x 15"W x 16.5"H
Price:$349
+ More details

Volcano Island
Dimension:
7mL x 6mW x 5.5mH
22"L x 20"W x 18"H
Price:$349
+ More details
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We guarantee that the inflatable games are the ones you see in our pictures! Here, no
scam! We are serious people. Regarding the practical aspect of things, we offer the best
value for you money in the market, including the delivery service and assembly of
inflatable games*. In reality there is only one thing we do not cover: how to make the kids
come down from the bouncing houses after the party. But that's another story. :-) If you
have any questions, please feel free to contact us or send us an email. We will do
everything to satisfy you! Remember that we also have interactive inflatable games for
adults or teenagers. For more information, please visit our interactive inflatable section.
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